
The workplace as we know is no longer just a 

physical space where employees gather during 

regular office hours, and our always connected 

environment blurs the line between the physical 

office and the place where work really gets done.

The nature of teamwork has also changed in the 

last decade, requiring organizations to give people 

modern and mobile collaboration tools that meet 

the needs of dynamic ways of working.

It’s never been more important for organizations to 

swiftly be able to collaborate and share the most 

up-to-date information to make strategic decisions 

that impact their organizations and their customers

Organizations should provide its people a modern  

hub for teamwork that supports multiple ways of 

interacting, communicating and collaborating on 

data, regardless of location or the device of choice.

The solution should enable people to customize 

their workspace based on work style and support 

rich extensibility to processes automation, artificial 

intelligence, 3rd party applications and devices.

There should be enterprise level security built into 

the solution to enable users to collaborate mobile 

and efficient but still secure and compliant.

Using Microsoft Teams will enable the organization 

to communicate across geographies, languages 

and with other organizations through guest access, 

federation and translations.

People can stay connected with a complete meeting 

solution that support sharing, video and audio 

conferencing.

The solution enables the organization to provide a 

seamless calling experience with the use of Teams 

calling, integration to existing phone systems, 

calling plans or direct routing.

With Microsoft Teams the organization can access, 

share, and collaborate on data in a secure way 

regardless of physical location, all powered by the 

built-in access to all Office 365 applications.

Chat, meet, call, 

collaborate from 



Introducing Microsoft Teams within an organization is not just technical enablement but requires a high degree of  

business transformation activities to secure a successful implementation and unlock all benefits of the solution. 

With our long-term experience and expertise in bringing modern workplace experiences to our customers we will 

bring unique insights and perspectives into a successful introduction of Microsoft Teams.

By our structured approach we will guide and lead the way all from ideation and envisioning of what business 

value Microsoft Teams would bring to the organization, to requirement gathering and planning emphasizing on 

defining a solid governance model to secure information protection and security. Technical onboarding is done 

with the aim to deploy a robust and automated way to manage all collaboration resources, powered by a unique 

self-service and provisioning tool provided by Enfo.

The goal with our approach is to quickly onboard the organization to the new collaboration capabilities and via our 

education center enable new ways of working for people to maximize the business benefits of Microsoft Teams.

contact@enfogroup.com

Our values are at the core of our actions; collaboration, trust, continuous development. Our strength is in our 

expertise where we work together, focusing on customers’ needs and respond to change driven by digitalization.

We walk beside our customers in their data-driven business transformation, taking ownership of their 

transformation as if it were our own.
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